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“PAMBA”
BY

NORMAN ¥. SPUBR

Each one of us reading this article is probably affected in some way or

another by “ Pamba.” We may grow it: we may spin it: we may be

engaged in research upon it; or we may wear it. It is the Luganda

name for cotton. I didn’t know this until I visited Uganda in 1949

and found that the African grew it. But “ Pamba ” will recall for me
something more than the traveller’s scene, because it is also the title of

an instructional film I made showing how to plant cotton correctly.

This sounds simple, and in many ways it was simple, but ...

Improved agricultural methods are far easier to devise than to root

in the tradition of an agricultural community. This is almost axio-

matic. Nowhere is this more true than among an African peasant

community. Extension methods, therefore, ought to have a high

priority in any policy concerned with agricultural improvement, and
every endeavour should be made to improve the existing techniques.

G. B. Masefield made this point in an excellent article on extension

methods published in the East African Agricultural Journal.

Of recent years visual aids have played an increasingly important

part in teaching, and not the least important of these aids has been the

film. For a number of years I have been engaged in making educational

films, and in 1949 I found myself in Uganda as Territorial Films Officer

for the Colonial Film Unit. Making films for peasant Africans was not

new to me, for I had made films, used films, and undertaken research

into the reactions of audiences to films in Nigeria. Naturally experience

brought to light recurring facts, and these were formulated into

theories.

In Uganda the Public Eolations and Welfare Department had also

formulated theories about extension work in general and were busy
working them out. Perhaps amongst a number of contributions the

most original was the creation of a strip-cartoon character called Kapere.

Each week the P.E.O. vernacular press published a four-picture strip

of Kapere’s adventures. Kapere was instantly recognized in any group

because of his loud check shirt and dark glasses. He invariably ap-

peared as the victim of his own stubbornness, conceit or disobedience.

Kapere always knew b^t, and how wrong he often proved to be ! P.E 0.

through its Welfare S^ption under Mr. E. Savage also provided touring
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demonstration teams. They tomed the countryside as spearheads of

departmental propaganda, interspersing their teaching with entertain-

ment, and in their plays combining the two. It was not dull propa-

ganda, for often it was clothed m the lilt of a song or the humours of

a burlesque, and of course in the hapless form of Kapere.

Mr. 6. Wrigley, the Agricultural Officer, Buganda, was so keen on

extension work and the use of visual aids that I had hardly set foot in

the country before he was on the doorstep to find out what we could

do for him. Time deepened my first impression of good fortune, for

in Wrigley I met a man who had, in my view, the proper attitude to

visual aids—that is, these were not to replace him, but to be his servants.

Wrigley wanted to use film to hasten and deepen the impact of his o'wn

work. What more obvious than a film for the Agricultural Department

on Uganda’s major cash crop ?

We were fort'unate in having an aim ready made, for a broadsheet,

written in Luganda, had already been produced with its theme the

proper planting of cotton. We both believed that humour, even to the

point of ridicule, had been sadly neglected to date in films for peasant

Africans, and naturally our thoughts turned to Kapere. There was

already in circulation a playlet on cotton planting with Kapere as its

central character. This play was being very well received when put

on by the demonstration teams, and I went with Wrigley and Savage

on an unforgettable journey across country to see it performed. Follow-

ing native footpaths, we took one and a quarter hours to go two miles,

chancing the hazards in a way which would have made the manufacturer

of the car swoon from shock. Alas ! my worst fears were confirmed;

for the play, being a play, depended upon dialogue rather than action

for its humours. I had no facilities for making synchronized sound

films, and so had to think again.

During three years of making films for African rural populations I

had come to the conclusion that the best method of presentation was
by the narrative-teaching film. George Pearson, associate producer of

the Colonial Film Unit, one of the pioneers of the British film industry,

and a man of remarkable insight and genius, had always insisted upon
the importance of a story as a vehicle of instruction, and the narrative-

teaching film was in direct line of descent. My first production, using

this technique, was in Nigeria. (The subject of the film was cocoa

preparation and the film was called It Pays to Take Care,) What is

a narrative-teaching film ? It is more than a story with a moral, for

although it sets out the problem in human terms, the answer to the

problem is given by direct teaching techniques within the film itself.

How is this worked out in Pamba .?

*

First we accepted our inability to get away fron^the hoary old formula

of the good versus the bad, but there was no goo^,reason why we might
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not clothe the famihar in some new garments. Our purpose was to

persuade rather than order, and so our bad farmer was bad through

ignorance rather than through indifference, for we wished our audience

to be sympathetic towards Daudi. At the same time there must be no

mistake about the bad methods which he employed. It so happens

that many a Muganda employs a porter to work for him, and more

often than not they are insufficiently supervised. Here then was a

character we needed—a porter. He was to be shown taking advantage

of the slackness of his master by so far neglecting his duty as to be

caught drinking beer when he should have been working. He was to

be shown planting seed up and down the slope and in great handfuls,

pressing the seed into the earth with his feet, a practice by no means
extiuct, and so on. Suddenly Wrigley turned to me and said, “ Why
not make him Kapere ?” Why not indeed ! And so our porter became

Kapere with his dark glasses, loud check shirt and tradition of in-

eptitude.

A script was written and arrangements made for shooting. Our
story was a simple one. Daudi, an indifferent farmer, had been found

out by a bad season and is short of money. He comes to Makasa, the

good farmer, to sell a goat. Makasa’s new bicycle, a symbol of pros-

perity, leans against the wall and Daudi pauses to examine it, for he

has always wanted one. Makasa is weeding and is tpo busy to come at

the time, and Daudi is astonished to see the size of the cotton plants,

the regular spacing, their quality, for his own seed is not yet in. When
Makasa comes to Daudi’s house to buy the goat he is asked to give his

advice, and upon arriving at the plot Daudi’s porter is caught drinking

beer. Makasa is shocked by the primitive methods employed and sets

about showing Daudi how to plant correctly.

Our first task was the casting of our characters. Fortune favoured

us in that the African Agricultural Officer in charge of the area, Mr.

Mutaganaya, found two farmers who were willing to co-operate and
were sufficiently different in looks and dress to make our point. They
also owned houses which were different in size and appearance. The
cotton plants shown in the film actually belonged to the “ bad ” farmer,

but of course only those who made the film knew this. Daudi’s plot

was part of a large piece of land owned by an Indian who intended to

grow tea upon it. We chose this location because it was on a slope

and near uncleared land. Kapere we borrowed from the P.R.O.
Then came trouble. Kapere could be borrowed for only a short

time and his appearance coincided with a break in the weather. No
longer did we have the clear sky and shining sun, but bright overcast.

This is not so serious with dark-skinned people, as it cuts down the

contrast range of the scene which is always difficult to handle, so we
were not unduly worri ^d.
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Mlm-makings as you are well aware, is a seemingly cock-eyed business,

and so it wil come as no surprise to. learn that we shot the film back’ to

front, starting with the final sequences in which Kapere appeared.

Kapere was the only member of the cast of three to speak English, and
proved' to be most dfficult^to handle. In part this was due to^ the fact

that the whole , of Ms experience had been as an actor in plays/ but

-

re-take; after re-take became necessary until tempers frayed and mole-

Mils became mountains. Experiences such as this tend to undermine

one’s faith in small mobile units for producing films of this nature, and
yet it is the only w^ay within the bounds of practical economics. But
then things go right again, and one’s faith is restored. It is not only

the cast who suffer from “ temperament ”

!

With the last part finished we started on the first part of our film.

This was considerably easier. The weather was again fickle, but this

time we could afford to indulge in the time-hallowed pastime of film-

making out of doors—waiting for the sun.

The 16-mm. film on which the production was photographed was sent

to the United Kingdom for processing and a copy was returned in

almost record time. After viewing the material, it was assembled in

order and viewed again, and then tried out with an audience. One of

the most interesting reactions would be that of the audience to Kapere..

Would he be recognized the moment he appeared on the screen ? Would
the audience laugh ? The film had a commentary to it, but no mention

was made of the name Kapere until considerable time had been given

for recognition from the visual material alone—that is, the dark glasses

and check shirt. The staccato note of the mobile generator told us all

was ready, and through the darkness there stabbed a beam of light

which unfolded upon a white screen, hanging from the wall of a hut,

the story of ‘‘ Pam&a,”

; The first to recognize Kapere were the- school children; these were

the literates, the people for whom the press was a means of communi-
'

'Cation; but then, by degrees, the whole audience realized who this

strangely familiar character was meant to be— It’s Kapere.”'

Wrigley and I p.arted company in. our interpretation of the results.

Wriglej^ thought .the pace of the sequence which showed Kapere being

flung nut of his hut, beer gourd. and all, was too, slow and that this

was the reason why Kapere’s first appearance was not greeted by a yell

of laughter. I thought it was due to the lack of immediate recognition

of a character translated from one medium to another.

The whispered ‘‘ It’s Kapere ” was rather like a child convincing'

itself of some obvious truth. 'Not, -of course, that this made any

difference to the impact of the lesson of the film, but only to the Ml
appreciation of its humours. By the time the.,end of the film was

reached and Kapere chased off the.plot to the comraent, “ If you employ
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a Eapere, or use Kapere-like methods, there is one good rule—get rid

of them,” our audience was fully appreciative of the comedy.

Now, in matters of opinion it is short-sighted policy to be stubborn,

so we decided to re-take the scenes about which Wrigley held such

strong views. I was sceptical, as I felt that the extra cost would not

be Justified by the results, for although it might improve the scene it

would not enable Kapere to be more readily recognized and so gain

instant laughter because of that, for this depended upon factors outside

the film.

We re-took our shots, assembled them, and tried the film again.

This time Wrigley was more incKned to my point of view, and I certainly

thought the improvement in pace well worth the trouble and cost, for

comedy thrives on pace.

It will be impossible to find out the effect of Pamba until a planting

season has come and gone, but whether it fails or succeeds there is no

question that in the film we have a most potent instrument for the

communication of ideas into the life-stream of rural peoples at their

most vulnerable point; for seeing is believing. The problem in our

colonies is the problem of a multitude who have much to learn as a

changing world attacks the very roots of living, and yet there are too

few teachers. The film, properly used, and with appropriate techniques

born of the class-room rather than of the entertainment world, may
well become an important answer to this problem of how to teach

quickly and yet surely. I believe the film can do this.

Received April, 1950.


